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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D denote the unit disc in the complex plane, let z,, z2, . . . . z, E D be 
given distinct points, and F,, Fz, . . . . F,z be complex N x N matrices. The 
classical matricial Nevanlinna-Pick problem consists in finding a bounded 
analytic function F defined in D such that F(z,) = F, and the infinity norm 
IIFII, =sup{IIF(=)ll :=eD) 
is as small as possible. An optimal sofution of the problem is a function F 
such that the minimum infinity-norm is attained. (See [l, 2, l&12] for 
operator theoretic approaches to this type of interpolation, and [7] and 
the references therein for the classical complex analytic approach.) 
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We studied in [4] a spectral version of this problem, in which the 
infinity norm is replaced by 
(We denote by llAllsp the spectral radius of an operator A.) Again, an 
optimal solution is one for which p(F) is minimum. 
While the classical Nevanlinna-Pick problem always has optimal 
solutions, this is not true about the spectral version of the problem. 
Optimal solutions do nonetheless exist sometimes (for example, when the 
interpolation data F, are diagonalizable [4]), and they are the object of 
study of this paper. We prove that an optimal solution F of the spectral 
Nevanlinna-Pick problem with p(F) = II FII r = 1, has boundary values F(i) 
such that for almost every i~dD, F(i) is unitary on a nontrivial space. 
This result is classical for N = 1, where the spectral interpolation problem 
coincides with the classical one. 
Our methods here will be based partially on the spectral ifting theorem 
of [4], which is briefly presented in Section 2. Section 3 contains a key 
technical result for the characterization of optimal solutions. In Section 4, 
we prove our main result on the “inner” nature of optimal solutions, and 
we conclude the paper in Section 5 with an example. 
Part of this work was perfomed while the second-named author was 
visiting the Technion on a Lady Davis Fellowship. The author thanks the 
Technion and its Institute for Advanced Studies in Mathematics for their 
warm hospitality and support. 
2. SPECTRAL COMMLJTANT LIFTING THEOREM 
In this section we state the key result from [4]. Throughout this paper 
X’ will denote a complex separable Hilbert space-which in fact will often 
be assumed to be finite-dimensional. By “operator” we shall always mean 
“bounded linear operator,” unless explicitly stated otherwise. We let 58(Z) 
denote the set of operators on 2. 
Given TEE, we denote by {T}’ := {A ~a(%) : AT= TA} the 
commutant of T. For two operators T, AE B(X) we defined in [4] the 
T-spectral radius of A by 
p,(A): :=inf{ IIXAX-‘II : X is invertible and XE {T}‘}. 
It is an obvious restatement of a result of Rota [9] that p,(A) = II All, 
if T= 0, where llAllsp denotes the spectral radius of the operator A. 
For arbitrary T, we have IIAll,6pT(A)6 /All. It is easily seen that the 
i&mum defining p r( A) is not necessarily a minimum, even if T = 0. 
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In order to state the main result of [4] we need some additional 
notation. Assume that TE a(&‘) is a contraction whose minimal isometric 
dilation U E 39(X) is a shift of finite multiplicity. For an operator A E [ T’,’ 
we set 
DiI(A) := {ME {U}’ : P., M= AP, ). 
where P, : X -+ 3y denotes orthogonal projection. 
THEOREM 1 (Spectral Commutant Lifting Theorem). Assume that 2 is 
finite dimensional and X 0 Y is hyperinuariant for U. Then ute haue 
In order to understand the optimal solutions to the spectral Nevanlinna- 
Pick problem we will need to study minimal elements in the closure of 
the similarity orbit of A. Indeed, let 2, ) z2, . . . . zrr E D be n distinct points, 
and let F,, F,, . . . . F,, be given Nx N complex matrices. Let m denote 
the Blaschke product with zeros at z,, z2, . . . . z,,, and set 2 = H’(C”) 0 
mH’(C”‘); clearly 2 is a finite-dimensional space. The space 2 is more 
conveniently described as 2 = 2’(m) @ C”, where X(m) = HZ 0 mH2. 
The space X(m) has a basis f,, f2, . . . . fn defined by 
If S denotes the unilateral shift on H’(C.‘) we can define an operator T by 
T= P, SJ 2’. Finally, we define A by linearity and by A(fi@ &j) =f;@ F,< 
for 5 E C”. Since T(fi@ 5) = z,&@ 5, it is immediate that A E {T}‘. 
To see now the relationship of Theorem 1 with the spectral Nevanlinna- 
Pick interpolation problem we note that every ME DiI(A) is a multiplica- 
tion operator by a bounded, analytic, matrix-valued function F such that 
F(z,) = F,; i.e., (Mf )(z) = F(r) f (z), f E H’(C”). In addition, I/M]], = p(F). 
Thus, calculating p,(A) amounts to finding the best bound in the spectral 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem. 
3. PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we will study the function pr in a slightly more general 
context. Let 2 be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let 9 c g(2) be 
a fixed subalgebra containing the identity. For each A E%‘(X) we define 
the B-spectral radius of A by 
~JA)=inf{ llXAX-‘ll : XE&?, Xinvertible}. 
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We clearly have IIA(I,<p,(A)< llA\l and the T-spectral radius of A is 
simply p,(A) = p ( =.)( A). Therefore the results of this section apply in par- 
ticular to the T-spectral radius. An operator A will be said to be W-minimal 
or g-optimal if pjp(A) = \IA 11. We note first that optimal operators do in 
fact exist. 
LEMMA 1. For every A E 93(Z) there exists at least one operator A,, in 
the closure of the d-similarity orbit (XAX ’ : X E 3, X invertible} such that 
II AoIl = PA&,) = P.,AA ). 
Prooj: Choose invertible operators X,, E 9 such that lim,, 3c 1) X, AX; ’ II 
= p,(A). Dropping if necessary to a subsequence we may assume that the 
limit A, = lim, _ ~ X, AX;’ exists; clearly II AoIl = px( A). If XE 9 is 
invertible we have X(X, AX; ’ )X- ’ = (XX,,) A( XX,,) ~ ’ so that 
IIXA,,X-‘I/ =,F+t IIX(X,,AX,‘)X~‘II 
= lim II(XX,,)A(XX,,)p’Il II - x 
B PAA 1 
whence II AoIl = p,(A,) = p,(A). The lemma is proved. 1 
The following results will refer to a more general class than the minimal 
operators. We will say that A is an &?-lower critical operator if 
II(I-WNI-J--‘II 2 II4 -~(Il~IIz) 
as X + 0, XE%‘. Note for further use that this is equivalent to 
lItI- WAtI+ X)Il 3 IIAII - ~(IIXI12) 
or 
IIA+ CA, XIII 2 IIAII -0W-11*) 
as X + 0, XE 9, where [A, X] = AX- XA is the commutator of A and X. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that A EB(& j is an %‘-lower critical operator, 
IlAll = 1, and XEB. There exists a unit vector h E ker(Z- A*A) such that 
%( A* [A, X] h, h ) > 0. (For a complex number z, 3(z) denotes its real 
part.) 
ProojI By the remarks preceding the statement of Lemma 2, we have 
llA+~CA,Xlll 2 l-O(E’) 
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as E -+ 0. Thus we can find unit vectors /z,EX such that 
I/(‘4 + &[A, X])h,ll’b 1 - O(E”) as F + 0. In terms of scalar products this 
can be written equivalently as 
The last inequality follows because A is a contraction. We choose a 
sequence a,, + 0 such that the limit h = lim,z _ % h,:,, exists. We must have 
((I-A*A)h. h) = lim ((I-A*A)h,,“, II,,,) =0 
,I - x 
so that hEker(l-A*A). Moreover, since %(A*[A, X]hR, h,)2 --O(E) as 
E + 0, we deduce that %( A * [A, X] h, h) > 0. The lemma follows. m 
In the proof of the main result of this section it will be convenient o use 
the fact that &9(X) is a Hilbert space with the scalar product defined by 
(A, B) = Tr(B*A), A, BE a(#). If h, k are vectors in .X, then h@k* will 
denote the operator defined by (h @ k*)x = (.Y, k) h, I E 31c. It is easily 
verifiedthat(hOk*)*=kOh*and(B,hOk*),~,,,=(Bk,A)..Wewill 
normally omit subscripts when writing scalar products. 
Observe that upon setting B= h@ h*, the result of Lemma 2 can be 
written as 
0<‘93(A*[A,X]h,h)=%Tr(A*[A,X]B)=%(A*[A,X],B). (1) 
THEOREM 2. Let .4 ES?(#) be an operator of norm 1. Then A is l-lower 
critical if and only if there exists an operator BE 28(X) such that B > 0, 
TrB=l, BKcker(l-A*A), andTr(A*[A,X]B)=Ofor allXE&‘. 
ProoJ: Assume first that A is d-lower critical. Consider the linear space 
P’= {A*[A, X] : XE&?), and the compact convex set 
We need to prove that X n Yl # 0. Assume to the contrary that 
Xn.Yl= 0, and choose a linear functional $ on a(X) such that 
$19’ = 0 and ‘S+(B) < 0 for all BE X. Then there exists XE d such that 
tit Y) = ( K A*CA, Xl >, YE&f(3e). 
We have %II/( B) = ‘%( B, A* [ A, X] ) < 0 for all BE X, and this contradicts 
the conclusion of Lemma 2 (as formulated in Eq. (1) above). 
Conversely, let B E X n 2” and note that A*AB= B. The equality 
Tr B= 1 implies that 
llDll* =Tr(B’,’ (IDll’ B”*) >Tr(Bi”D*DB”‘) =Tr(D*DB) 
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for every D E 99(X). Therefore, for XE 9, 
II~+C~,~I/I’~Tr((A+CA,X1)*(A+[A,X])B) 
= Tr(A*AB) + Tr(A*[A, X] B) 
+Tr([A,X]*AB)-O(IIXIJ’) 
=Tr(~)-~(ll~l12) 
= 1 -Wail’), 
where we used the fact that 
Tr(A*[A, X]B)+Tr([A, X]*AB)=2%(Tr(A*[A, X]B))=O. 
It follows that A is %-lower critical. The theorem is proved. 1 
4. LOWER CRITICAL INTERPOLANTS 
In this section we return to the set-up described at the end of Section 2. 
Thus z,, z2, . . . . z, E D are distinct points, m is the Blaschke product 
with zeros z,, z2, . . . . z,, 2 = H’(C) 0 mH2(C”), and T= P, SI 2. The 
spectrum of T is G( 7’) = (, , z2, . . . . zn}, and for each j = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
ket(z,l- T) =J;@C”. We denote by Pi the spectral projection of T 
corresponding to the eigenvalue zj, so that P,(fj@CN)=fj@CN, and 
Pj(fi@ C”) = (0 j if i#j. It will be useful to note that the general form of 
an operator XE {T}’ is Cy=, PjXjPj, where Xi is an arbitrary operator on 
h@C” for j= 1,2, . . . . n. 
LEMMA 3. Fix A E g(X) uith IIA 11 = 1. Then A is ( T}‘-loser critical 
if and only if there exists BE g(H) such that B > 0, Tr(B) = 1, 
BX’cker(Z-A*A), and P,(ABA*-B)Pj=Oforj= 1,2,...,n. 
Proof. Let B be an operator satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Since A*AB= B= BA*A, we have 
O=Tr(A*[A, X]B) 
= Tr( BA*AX- BA*XA) 
= Tr(BX- ABA*X) 
=Tr(X(B- ABA*)) 
for every XE IT}‘. Equivalently, 
o=Tr(P,X,P,(B-ABA*))=Tr(X,P,(B-ABA*)P,) 
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for all x, E &.f; @ C,“), for j = 1, 2. . . . . II. Since Tr( V* U) is a scalar product. 
these last conditions are equivalent to P,(ABA* - B)P, = 0. j = 1. 2. .._. II. 
The lemma follows from these observations. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that A, A’ E 2(H), A is ( T),‘-iobver critical, and 
11 A’(1 d )I AlI. Then A @A’ is ( T@ T)‘-loaner critical. 
Proof: Denote A, = A @A’, T, = T@ T, and -ri; = X @ A’. We may 
assume without loss of generality that IIAll = 1. Let B be as provided by 
Lemma 3, and consider the operator B, = BOOE a(%;). Clearly B, 2 0, 
Tr(B,)= 1, and B,& c ker(ZG.4; ‘4,). Finally, if P,j denote the spectral 
projections of T,, clearly P,, = Pi@ P,. and hence we have 
Pli(A,B,A,*- B,)P,,=O for j= 1, 2, . . . . n. Lemma 3 implies now the 
conclusion of our corollary. 1 
It wil be easier for us to work with the spectral projections P: of T*. 
These spectral projections are easily described in terms of the functions 
J;EH’ given by jqi(z)= l/(1 -Tiz), LED, because 
ker(z,Z- T)* = ker(z,l- S)* =J~@C.‘. 
LEMMA 4. Ever), oector h E X can be written as h(z) =p(z)/d(z), where 
p is a CN-valued pal-vnomial of degree 6n - 1, while d(z) = ny=, (1 - 7,~). 
Zf P,? h = 0 for some j = 1, 2, . . . . n, then p( l/;l) = 0. 
Proof: We can write h = CJ’= , P;” h, and P;” h = ~1~0 t, for some tje C”. 
It is clear that dl’? h is a polynomial of degree Qn - 1 vanishing at zi for 
i#j. The lemma clearly follows from these observations. 1 
From this point on we shall assume that A E {TJ’, IlAll = 1, and A is 
{ T)‘-lower critical. We fix an operator ME Dil(A) such that IIM(I = 1, 
given as multiplication by an analytic matrix-valued function F (see 
Section 2 above). We note that there exist operators M with the above 
properties such that the corresponding function F is in fact rational, e.g., 
one can take the maximal entropy dilation [5]. 
Lemma 3 provides us with a certain operator B 2 0 which can be written 
as B=zf=, fi,b,Qb,?, where b,, b,, . . . . 6, are orthonormal vectors in 
ker(Z- A*A), /3, > 0, and xi=, bi = Tr( B) = 1. Using Lemma 4 we write 
bi =pild Abi=q,/d, i= 1, 2, . . . . I, 
where pi and qi are polynomials of degree G n - 1. 
It will be useful to define positive operators B,(~)E&?(C~) by 
B,(i)= i P;bi(i)Qbi(i)*> [EdD. 
r=l 
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We collect in the following statement a few easy facts that will be used 
in the proof of the main result of the paper. 
LEMMA 5. (i) F(;)p,(_-)=q,(z), ZED, i= 1, 2, . . . . 1. 
(ii) (h, Y~OS)~Z,~,V, = (h(z,), <)c~, h E H’(C”), 5 EC’“.j= 1,2 ,..., n. 
(iii) A*(??,@O=Y~@F(Z,)*& {EC.“,j= 1, 2, . . . . . n. 
(iv) {i : B,(i) =Oj is afinire set. 
(v) ij” X and Y are t~‘o operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 
X such that j(XJI < 1, Y>O, and XYX* = Y. then XY= YX and XJ YX is 
a unitary operator. 
Proof. (i) Since b;E ker(l- A*A), we have 
Itbill = IlAbill = IlLMbtll G lIMbill G Ilbill~ 
and hence Mbi=Abi or, equivalently, F(z)bi(z) = (Ah,)(z), i= 1, 2. . . . . I, 
and this yields (i) upon multiplication by d(z). 
(ii) It sufftces to check the case of h(z) = zp~, z E D, where p is non- 
negative integer and q E CN. In this case both sides of (ii) equal ?,!‘(Q [)c~. 
(iii) Since JP is hyperinvariant for S*, we must have A* = MJ 2. It 
suffices then to show that 
for all ~EH’(C~). From (ii) we have (Mh, ?;@l) = ((Mh)(zj), 5) and 
<hv YjOF(zj)*Sr)= (h(zj), F(zj)*t), and (iii) follows immediately because 
(Mh)(z,) = F(z,)h(z,). 
(vi) If we write B,(i) = cf=, P,b,([)@ bi( l/g)* we see that B, has an 
analytic extension to a neighbornood of 8D. Thus, if B, has infinitely many 
zeros on 8D then B, must be identically zero. However, 
1 J*‘” Tr B,(e”) dt = k s’” i pi I(bj(eir)l12 dt 2x0 0 i= I 
= ,F; Si lIbil12 =1% 
a contradiction. 
(v) Assume first that Y is invertible and note that in that case X 
must be invertible as well. We have I] Y’!‘X*kl] = I] Yri2kjl, ke x, and this 
shows that X* is unitary in the norm Ilkll’ = 1) Y”‘kll. In other words, X is 
similar to a unitary operator and therefore all of its eigenvalues have 
absolute value one. By a result of Sz.-Nagy [8], the fact that X is a 
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contraction implies now that every eigenvector of X is an eigenvector for 
X* as well, and one concludes immediately that X is diagonal, and hence 
unitary. 
In the general case set JZ = YX and note that X..Lp 13 .K. Since . ..H is 
finite-dimensional we must have XM = .K. Upon setting X’ = X( ,,N and 
Y’ = Y 1 ,K we have that Y’ is invertible, Y’ > 0, and X’Y’X’* = Y’. There- 
fore the conclusion follows from the particular case already considered. The 
lemma is proved. 1 
We are now ready to prove the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 3. Consider an operator A E ( T}’ such that I/A 11 = 1, and let 
ME Dil(A), llMl1 = 1 be given as multiplication by the matrix-valuedfunction 
F. Then A is { T)‘-lower critical if and only if there exist I E N, orthonormal 
vectors b,, b,, . . . . b, E ker( I - A *A ), and positive numbers /3,, p2, . . . . /I, such 
that, upon setting B,(i) =cf= L /?,b,({)@ b,(i)*, we have F([)B,(i) = 
B,([)F(i) and F(i)JB,(i)C” is unitary for almost every [END. 
Proof: We have to verify that the conditions on the operator B given 
in Lemma 3 are equivalent to the conditions on B, given in the statement 
of our theorem. To do this we perform the following explicit calculation 
which uses Lemma 5; here j= 1, 2, . . . . n and 5 is an arbitrary vector in Cav. 
(ABA*-B)(~j@~)=AB(~i@F(z,)*~)-B(yj@~) 
zif, B;C(J~,@F(zj) *5, hijAb;- (~~05, bi)b,l 
=,i, PiC(F(=i)*r,b,(zj))Abi- ((7 bi(zj))bi] 
=d-’ f: /l,[(F(zj) *if, bi(=i))qi- ((7 bi(zj)) piI 
i= I 
The conditions in Lemma 3 are equivalent, by virtue of Lemma 4, with the 
vanishing at l/Z, of the polynomial d(ABA* - B)( ,;@ <) for all j and r. 
The previous calculation shows this to be equivalent to 
$, BiC(53 qi(zj))qi(l/zj)- (49 Pi(zj)> Pi(l/Z,)l =O. 
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Since this relation is to be valid for all 5, we conclude that this is equivalent 
to @(z,) = 0, where 
Q(Z)= i Bi[qi(-‘)Oqi(ljS)*-p;(?)Opj(l/T)*]E~(C”) 
i= I 
is a rational function. Since clearly @(l/f) = Q(z)*, we also have 
@( l/Fj) = 0. This @ has 2n zeros, and since the degree of @ is 6 2n - 2 we 
conclude that the conditions of Lemma 3 are equivalent to saying that @ 
is identically zero or, equivalently, that @ is identically zero on i3D. By 
Lemma 5(i), we have qi([) = F({)p,(i) for almost every [E dD. Hence the 
fact that @ is zero on the unit circle is equivalent to the condition 
or 
for almost every [E 8D. This last condition can be rewritten as 
F(i)~1(I)F(i)* -B,(5) =a 
The theorem follows now clearly from part (v) of Lemma 5. 1 
Remark 1. Notice that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, we have 
that if M, and M, are exact dilations of A given by multiplication by the 
matrix-valued functions F, and Fz (respectively), then 
J’,(i)1 B,(WN= FAi) I B,(i)CN, (2) 
for almost all 5 E iiD. Indeed this follows, since by Theorem 3, we have that 
G’(F,(i) + F,(i)) I B,(iW’, 
is unitary for almost all CE~D, and since the Fj([)l B,([)CN (j= 1,2) are 
unitary as well, we can immediately infer the validity of (2). 
As a particular case we prove now the result announced in the Intro- 
duction. 
THEOREM 4. Let z,, z2, . . . . z, E D be distinct points, and F,, F,, . . . . F,, be 
given N x N complex matrices. Assume that the Nevanlinna-Pick problem 
defined by this data has an optimal solution F such that p(F) = II FII r = 1. 
Then IlF(;(i)ll, = 1 for almost every {E dD. 
5x0 101 I-1 
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Proof Define A E { TJ ’ by linearity and by A(fjf;<)=f,@F,<. 
j=1,2 ,...) n, 5 EC”. By virtue of Theorem 1, the fact that F is optimal 
implies that (IAll =p,(A)=p(F)= 1, so that A is {T)‘-minimal. In 
particular, A is { TJ’-lower critical and the result follows immediately from 
Theorem 3. 
Remark 2. The necessary condition for optimal solutions given in 
Theorem 4 is easily seen not to be sufficient. In fact we will see in Section 5 
that there exist lower critical operators A E (T)’ which are not minimal. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Let us consider the operator T= Px,,,SIZ(m), where m is the 
Blaschke product with zeros 2, = l/2 and I? = ~ l/2, and set A = T. We 
further set A,=A@(-A) and T,=T@T. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) I/All = l)A,II = 1. 
(ii) A is { T}‘-optimal. 
(iii) A, is (T, )‘-lower critical. 
(iv) A, is not IT,}‘-optimal. 
Proof (i) This is obvious. 
(ii) { TJ’ is commutative so that every operator A E (T}’ is optimal. 
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii) and Corollary 1. 
(iv) Define an invertible operator XE {T, 3’ such that X(f, 0 c) = 
f,OcJ and X(f205) =f20 V5, where 
v:= O l [ 1 1o EB(C2). 
It is easy now to check that XA , X- ’ has a dilation M which is multiplica- 
tion by the constant function 
F(z) = [ ‘6 -;/2]. 
We conclude that pT,(A,) Q l/2. The proposition is proved. 1 
Thus we have an explicit example of a lower critical operator which is 
not optimal. 
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